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ANOTHER QUARTER OF MILLION DOLLARS FOR THE TOWN SQUARE: George
Stock and Associates have a new bill before the Board of Aldermen that received a first
reading on 02/12/18.

But much bigger than the Stock bill is THE NEW CONSTRUCTION BILL FROM
BRINKMAN Development to the tune of $199,937 due to changes by the city.
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Here is the money spent on Mayor Dalton’s dream so far:
TOWN SQUARE COSTS
$2,250,000
$34,845
$2,284,845
+ 330,000
$2,614.845
+$5,759,208

purchase price in January of 2015
misc expenses including consulting fees
total spent at the end of 2016
spoil sampling, engineering work, consultant fees 2017
2018 construction costs for grounds and stormwter retention pond

$8,374,053
340,000 unbudgeted for east side trai, constrasting paving stones and 2 nd restroom

+

$8,714,053
+

156,386 approved 11/27/17 for payment to American Water to move water main

$8,870,439
-$810,000 purchase price by Brinkman Development for 2.4 acres zoned commercial

$8,060,439
+

40,000 approved on 12/11/17 for $196,294 for second restroom building in Town
Square. $156.294 already budgeted. Additional $40,000 for new
Sanitary Sewer lines placement.
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$8,100,439
+

25,000 Engineering design for Maintenance Building 01/08/18

$8.125,439
+

106 Coffee for the Dec 16 Town Square “Ground Breaking” added on 1/8

$8,125,545
+

27,000

Architectural Service for Town Square Pavilion add on 01/22/18

$8,152,545
+

33,200

2/6/18 Design revisions for Town Square 1st reading 2/12/18

$8,185,745
+

199,937 orig $115,411 and increased to $199,937 at 2/12/18 meeting increase
Construction costs

$8,325,482
Here is the current 2018 Town and Country Deficit budget number:
2018 Town and Country Budget Deficit
-$6,242,773
Start 1/1/18
25,000
01/08/18 Engineering/Design for Town Sq Maintenance Building.
-$6,267,773
27,000
01/22/18 additional architectural fees for Town Sq Pavilion
-$6,294,773
33,200
02/0618 Engineering Design changes Stock & Assocs.
-$6,327,973
199,937 Additional construction costs to Brinkman Construction due to changes
-$6,527,910
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LATEST TOWN SQUARE DRAWING ELIMINATED THE RETAIL/RESTAURANT
BUILDING:

“Where have all the restaurant buildings gone, long time passing.”

On the left was the plan for the Town Square. On the right is the new plan for grass on
the plaza area on top of pavers, versus the concrete squares for a plaza. Notice
anything else missing? It is the retail building and restaurant that will be owned by
Brinkman development. The landscape architect apparently did not think the building
with the large restaurant was important to include. Craig Wilde told me to “forget about
it, it was just a rendering.” (sounded like he was from Brooklyn and not Westphalia,
Missouri)
The landscape architect added a big tent in the middle of the new grass plaza, but
made the center piece of the Town Square, the restaurant, disappear.
TOWN SQUARE CONSTRUCTION TAKES A BITE OUT OF THE CLAYTON ROAD
TRAIL: The city insists on calling it a trail, while it reality is, is a slightly wide sidewalk.
Regardless the sidewalk is on the north side of Clayton Road and the Town Square is
on the south side of Clayton. However, sewer and waterline work associated with the
Town Square is being done on the North side of the street and has closed the paved
portion of the trail.
Do you think runners want to take the unpaved dirt detour or run on pavement? Here is
the construction blocked the “trail” followed by a photo of a runner ignoring the detour.
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Here is the latest inside the construction project.

THE MAYOR’S NURSING HOME: I always enjoy people who use words to make a
bad situation seem perfect. Mayor Jon Dalton’s nursing home (Dalton is the legal rep
for Stonecrest of Town and Country and the lobbyist for the Kansas City based
company that owns it) uses the following description on its website:
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The website’s outdoor views are actually drawings and not real photos.
Here are some of the “variety” of outdoor living spaces I recently photographed next to
Stonecrest.

It’s a “variety” of outdoor living if you enjoy delivery and trash trucks coming to the
Schunck’s Supermarket and the other retail stores in the strip center. Another “variety”
of outdoor living might be if you enjoy wall climbing.
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PROPOSED POOL BATH HOUSE TURNS FRED MEYLAND-SMITH INTO THE JERK
HE IS: This was only a statement that a very longtime resident of snoburbia could
make!
The McNairs at 549 S. Mason Road, (north of I-64) are building a 5,129 sq ft house.
They are also seeking a Special Use Permit for a bathhouse. Normally Town and
Country will allow a 300 sq foot bath house. The McNair want a 1,055 square foot
bathhouse.

549 S Mason

Proposed Bath House:
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House

It has a kitchen, a sitting area/study, a large living room and a “pool table” room. By
ordinance it is illegal to allow someone to live in a pool house. But who would ever
know if that “sitting room turns into a bedroom? Plus it has a fireplace. I mean if you
are using the fire place isn’t the “pool season” over?
So now here is the comment by Fred “Windbag” Meyland-Smith
“The size of this is half the size of a small house!” (He might have meant a small Town
and Country house, but he did not say that.)

This may come as a shock to Meyland-Smith but a 1,055 square foot house is an
average size or even a little large if you live in the Lemay, Melville and Affton sections of
south St. Louis County, parts of Rock Hill, Brentwood and Webster Groves in central
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County and of course the famous Hill neighborhood of St. Louis. Many families of four
and five grew up in houses of 1,000 square feet or less. Here are a few:

976 Sq feet Lemay

800 sq feet Lemay

960 Sq Feet Rock Hill

925 Sq feet Lemay

900 Sq Feet Melville

646 Sq feet Rock Hill 784 Sq feet Webster Groves

918 Square feet Brentwood 907 Sq feet St. Louis

Message to Fred: These are houses where families were raised, kids went to school
and college. They are not half of a house but a whole family home. So if you want to sit
up on a dais and call a 1,055 square foot building that looks like half-a-small house, you
are an ass!
This alleged “pool house” is three times the size of what is normally allowed. In reality if
approved the City will allow two houses on a single lot.
WHOLE FOODS WAS ACTUALLY MORE THAN WHOLE PAYCHECK FOR ONE
CASHIER WHO STOLE $13,000 OVER LESS THAN 2 MONTHS. Trendy former
hippies who are now wealthy and live in West County clearly are spending some
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serious money at the Town and County Whole Foods store. The joke for years is that
Whole Foods is also known in many areas as “Whole Paycheck” due to their prices for
organic and non-brand name products.
The fact they are raking in the money was made clear on January 4, 2017 when Town
and Country detectives were called to the store in the Town and Country Crossing
Shopping Center.

Cashier Samone Yancey, 26, of Florissant was in the back room with Whole Foods
corporate security. Her employment with Whole Foods was down to its final minutes.
Through a computer system tied to the cash registers Whole Foods was able to
determine that between November 14, 2016 and January 3, 2017 Yancey had been
creating fraudulent cash refunds for nonexistent customers and keeping the money.
Her checkout line was having a lot of cash refunds. It totaled $12,927.96.
Yancey had given a verbal and written confession to Whole Foods security agents. She
told them she was having “financial difficulties.” Her employment was terminated
around 2:30 and she was then arrested. Once arrested she declined to give any more
confessions.
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Once charged her bond was set at $5,000 or just 38% of what she had stolen. But when
she was arrested on the warrant the bond was waived and she was released on her
own recognizance bond.
OUTCOME: She pled guilty on July 14th 2017 in front of Judge David Vincent who gave
her a No-Record, No-Fine, No-Jail SIS probation. She is required to reimburse to
Whole Foods the 13-Grand she stole. (I hope Whole Food isn’t counting on the money
soon or ever.) The term of the probation is 5-years.
THE APRIL ELECTION: Keeping costs down Lindsey Butler posted the following on
the Nextdoor website. It takes you to her website with an in depth list of positions Butler
has and what she wants to get done if elected to a second term.
Neighbors,
I am running for re-election to the seat of alderman for Town and Country, Ward 2. The past 2 years,
I have enjoyed serving my community and supporting residents by addressing concerns and
implementing their suggestions for the betterment of T&C.
Please check out my website and pass along to anyone who may be interested.
Thank you for your support.
Lindsey Butler
Alderman, Ward 2
www.LindseyButler4townandcountry.com

MEANWHILE: Will McKnight who lives on Foxleigh Court in the Mason Valley
subdivision. He has gotten his “across the street” neighbor Bob Tuckett, a long time
member of the city’s Public Works Commission, to be his treasurer. McKnight has a lot
of support in parts of the three Mason Valley subdivisions. He has sent out a mailer
saying why he would be good alderperson, but nothing about why Butler needs to go.
Our Take: Lindsey Butler has worked very hard and has been an excellent
alderperson. She has put safety before politics on the Mason Road sidewalk to Queeny
Park which upset the Park Commission members that include Will McKnight’s wife.
She and Tiffany Frautschi also put money first concerning the Mason Road sidewalk,
when Mayor Dalton announced he would not use eminent domain to get sidewalk
easement rights and a half dozen residents on Mason Road announced they would not
sell land for the sidewalk. The original good cause turned into a massive waste of
money, again to the ire of park commissioners, including McKnight’s wife.
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While not blocking the town square project Butler was one of the few pointing out the
money drain the project was causing.
You knew Butler was looking after the interest of residents first, when it was clear that
she was pissing off Mayor Dalton, who has begun failing to acknowledge her requests
to speak at pre meetings and being general rude toward her.
While McKnight did an excellent job in explaining changes to the planning code
involving new home construction to large citizen groups, I’m still suspect of him as he
backed Tim Welby, who I defeated for alderman. Welby was one of the worst
alderpersons with the least knowledge of issues I have seen since returning here in
2006. McKnight had to resign from the P&Z Commission when he filed for alderman.
Finally McKnight is tied closely to Mayor Jon Dalton. Lindsey Butler is not. That is a
very good reason to vote for Butler.
DEER FINAL SHOTS: Here are the final numbers of the Deer Harvest in Town and
Country from January 2 to February 7. The city was just 39 deer short of the maximum
goal of 400. 53% of the deer killed were in Ward 2, where the last census estimated
as many as 73 deer per square mile in sections of the ward before the birthing season.
We will have deer census information next week.
Ward 1- 43
Ward 2- 192
Ward 3- 51
Ward 4- 75
361
TEENAGE GIRL SEX MOVIE MAKER’S FEDERAL INDICTIMENT: If you remember
our coverage and the main stream media’s coverage of William Hopmeier, who was
making sex videos with teenage girls at his house at 1115 Bopp Road in Des Peres,
then you might be interested in the outcome of the police and FBI raid on January 31.
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That is fast work by the Feds. The raid and arrest are on January 31 and a Federal
Grand Jury Indictment is issued on February 1. Where is Hopmeier now? This might
answer that question.
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William Hopmeier
TOWN AND COUNTRY POLICE LOOKING FOR MAN OPENINGLY STEALING
FROM STORES: The suspect was stopped by an employee at the Home Goods Store
on Thursday February 8 around 10 AM while pushing a shopping cart full of items and
asked if he was going to pay for the items, his response was “No ma’am.”
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He continued out of the store, placed the items in a gray Volkswagen Passat driven by
another man. He then went from the Town and Country Crossing Shopping Center to
the Manchester Meadows Shopping Center where he stole two bottles of tequila from
the Total Wine and More Store. He also stole a shopping cart of pots and pans from the
At Home store in the same shopping center. Town and Country Police are hoping to
identify the man from this security photo: (The suspect has a noticeable gap between
front teeth.)
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TOM DECAMPI OPPONENT’S CAMPAIGN TREASURER IS A BIG TIME TIM (I
WON’T PROSECUTE YOU IF YOU HIRE A LAWYER) ENGLEMEYER SUPPORTER:
The nut job with apparent backing from Councilman Randy Logan, former councilman
Matt Segal, former councilwoman Connie Fults and former councilman and now state
rep Bruce DeGroot has put a big Tim Engelmeyer backer of unfair justice as his
campaign treasurer. All this are excellent reasons to vote against the nut job.
William Lawson is running against incumbent and reformer Tom DeCampi. Lawson has
attacked me obtaining public records and sharing with readers information that was
hidden by Segal, Logan and others involving $800,000 1 acre Doorack vacant lot lease.
The lease was hidden as were the votes taken to approve it and then to hide it.
Lawson, a lawyer clearly did not understand the Missouri Open Records Sunshine law.

Lawson’s treasurer turns out to be a big Tim Engelmeyer supporter who sent an email
to city council members calling me not a journalist, but a blogger who will hide behind
the internet in attacking Tim Engelmeyer and not appearing at a Town Hall meeting
Engelmeyer held to defend himself. His treasurer is Sam Duggan who lives at 1339
Countryside Manor Lane.
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When I moved back to St. Louis from Washington, DC in 2006 I took a job as the table
referee/scorekeeper and PA announcer for Webster University Basketball and the PA
announcer for Webster University baseball played at the minor league GCS ballpark on
I-255.
Engelmeyer scheduled his meeting on the night I had a baseball game to work. I’m
sure he didn’t want me there and if I did not have a work conflict and I surely would
have been there. But here is what Duggan wrote.
I was saddened and disappointed to read the May 2nd article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch that you had
delayed the reappointment of Tim Engelmeyer as our prosecuting attorney. Tim has faithfully and
honorably served the City of Chesterfield in this capacity for over 16 years. He is one of the most
honest and ethical individuals that I know and to the best of my knowledge has the full support of our
police department.
Perhaps what I find more troubling is that this all started as a result of accusations from an internet
blogger who has repeatedly said unkind things, alleged misconduct and likely made false statements
about Tim. To his credit, this past February, Tim conducted a town hall meeting where he “extensively
answered questions about his work” and Bob Nations told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch that he was
satisfied with Tim’s detailed answers. But where was the blogger? Why did he not confront Tim with
his accusations at the town hall meeting? It is far too easy to hide behind the internet and say whatever
you want.

In another committee meeting Engelmeyer attempted to defend himself. He lied about
cases I had researched for 45 minutes. The committee chair did not ask me to respond
nor did any councilperson arrange a meeting for me to respond. Instead I listed
Engelmeyer’s lies on how he ignores the public safety in reducing serious charges
against people represented by lawyers and offers deals. I wrote how he ignored police
witnesses and members of the public who went out of their way to be listed as
witnesses. I have randomly been reviewing Engelmeyer cases for five years I have
never found one where he prosecuted someone with a lawyer by going to trial.
Keep in mind that DeCampi joined Michelle Ohley and lawyer Ben Keathley in voting
against the reappointment of Engelmeyer. A 5-3 vote is not exactly a ringing sign of
confidence by the Council in Engelmeyer.
Sam Duggan has good reason to like “the Engelmeyer way” of doing things. He had a
DWI in Clayton reduced to Careless Driving, which he pled guilty to and received a cash
fine. He is a natural to like anyone in Engelmeyer’s camp.
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Candidate Lawson’s latest flier had some questionable claims.

“In a time of declining city revenues, Chesterfield deserves better.” Lawson does
not say what his “better” is. However we know that Lawson was a big proponent of
extending a special interest sales tax in Chesterfield Valley. All the shoppers in a large
section of Chesterfield Valley will be paying a sales tax for 15 extra years to help a
special interest group and not the public at large. The TIF will be for a Ice Hockey
Complex along Chesterfield Airport Road. If Lawson wants to help the city he’d kill this
tax. The extra sales tax for his special group will simply hurt business and cause
shoppers to go places with lower sales taxes, thus taking away from the legitimate
Chesterfield sales taxes.
Meanwhile DeCampi has been trying to hold down spending and stop new special
interest taxes.
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I’m not sure what “fiscally conservative, with an open mind” means. Lawson does not
explain. Does it it mean he is against spending unless it helps him or his buddies?
Then there is the case of Mayor Bob Nation who in April ran on a fiscally conservative
platform and then reversed himself after winning the election. In June he stated at a
council meeting that he did not know if being fiscally conservative was such a good
thing. Six months later he didn’t have much choice as Chesterfield’s revenue began to
drop as special bond issues due dates began to appear on the near horizon.
DeCampi has been pissing the mayor off by digging in on issues like no more special
tax districts. DeCampi has campaigned against them and Nation is suddenly for them.
I DIDN’T HIT A CAR, THAT’S OLD DAMAGE, OKAY I HIT THE CAR, BUT THERE
WASN’T ANY DAMAGE: Laasya Pothuganti, a 2017 Post-Dispatch Straight-A student
from Marquette High School on Monday February 6, 2017 at 5:45pm pulled into the
small shopping center at 14288 Ladue Road in Chesterfield. When she pulled in a
space her 2010 Nissan Sentra she crashed into the left of a 2010 Toyota parked in the
space next to hers.
A witness saw the crash and managed to contact the owner of the Toyota, who called
the Chesterfield Police. The following is from the police report.

Laasya Pothuganti
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Pothuganti was issued a citation for Leaving the Scene of an Accident.
OUTCOME: While Leaving the Scene of an Accident conviction might have been
excessive for a high school honors student, a reduction to a parking violation might be
just as excessive in the other direction. But the case was reduced to “Illegal Parking”
with a $200 fine. Perhaps a lesser moving violation with 2-points and a smaller fine
would have been appropriate.
CHESTERFIELD 22-YEAR-OLD CHARGED WITH FELONY DWI FOR CAUSING
CRASH WITH SERIOUS INJURIES: Adrian Rico-Esquivel, 22, of 623 Bigelow in the
Trailer Park off of Old Chesterfield Airport Road was arrested and charged for Felony
DWI in connection with an injury crash. Bond was set at $75,000 but a 10-percent bond
will be accepted.

Here is the press release from the Chesterfield Police Department:
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The victim driver of the blue car has life threatening injuries. To make this crash even
worse, the victim’s wife was following him in another car and witnessed the accident.

THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER: Here is what the Chesterfield Police were
dealing with last week:
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It doesn’t pay to work out. If you notice above, one person was at the gym from 3:18
to 4:45 AM and the other from 4 AM to 6 AM. They both had their cars broken into.
OFFICER INJURIED BY SHOPLIFTER This week’s Police Blotter includes an officer
injured by a shoplifter resisting arrest at the Foot Locker store at the Taubman Outlet
Mall. Here are some more details:

Bobbie Williams

Suspect Bobbie Williams, year of birth 19/89, resides St. Louis, was arrested on
2/12/18 at 17017 N. Outer Rd. for Stealing/Assault Special Victim and Resisting
Arrest. On 2/13/18, a warrant was issued in state court for Stealing 4th
Offense(F), and Assault 3rd Special Victim (F). The Resisting charge was not issued.
MONARCH FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT GETS AROUND TO SWEARING IN FIRE
CHIEF AND ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF: I call Bull Shit on what happened on Thursday
night. Cary Spiegel took over as acting Fire Chief in August of 2016 when then fire
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chief Chuck Marsonette was charged with stealing offenses in connection with his old
job as Chief of Emergency Medicine and airplane pilot with Reliant Care Management
(owners of nursing homes) of Maryland Heights. He was later charged with more
offenses until he had 13 charges pending against him in Circuit Court, including theft,
forgery, tampering with airplane records and more.
The Fire District was forced to pay Marsonette under his contract until he was convicted
or his contract expired on 12/31/17. The Board of Directors voted to make Acting Chief
Cary Spiegel and Acting Chief Les Crews permanent chief and assistant chief in early
December, effective January 1, 2018.
However, there was not an official swearing in until February 15, 2018. It was because
either not all of the 3-person board of directors could be present for a meeting or family
members of Spiegel and Crews could not attend a meeting.
After the phony swearing-in by Fire District President Rick Gans, Spiegel’s and Crews’
wives pinned their badges on them. They were the same badge they had been wearing
for almost two years!

MEANWHILE: Former Fire Chief Chuck Marsonette’s criminal trial court date is on April
23, 2018. However, his third wife, Macy filed for divorce on 12/21/17 in the St. Charles
Circuit Court and it was granted as uncontested on February 7, 2018.

Chuck Maronette
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OUR FAVORITE OBIT PHOTOS: The first three were from a recent edition of the
Webster-Kirkwood Times. The next two were from the Post-Dispatch. The ladies were
between 88 and 98 at the time of their deaths. Since women outlive men there have
been far more women featured in this feature that takes you back to the 40s, 50s and
early 60s.

MARTY ALLEN: I always like his first straight man Steve Rossi a little better, but it is
hard to forget Marty Allen. Allen and Rossi appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show regularly
including the night of the first Beatles telecast. Here is something from our friend Dean
Christopher who worked with a number of Las Vegas stars on his facebook page:
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Real Estate:

I always like looking at some of the houses in the Washington DC
compared to houses in St. Louis’ snoburbia districts. Makes appreciate St. Louis.

This house built in 1927 in McLean, Virginia is on the market for $3,250,000.

This house is on a rather small lot. It has 2466 sq feet, 5 bedrooms and 2 baths. It is
over 100 years old and is located where I used to be a police captain in Chevy Chase
Village, Maryland. It is on the market for $2,295,000.
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1776 square feet on a .18 acre lot, 5
bedrooms and 2.5 baths, built 81 years ago priced for $1,095,000. 4919 Chevy Chase
Blvd.

2,160 square feet on a .28 acre lot, 5 bedrooms 4.5 baths $2,350,000 Drummond Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD.
CARTOONS:
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